
PLATO SOCRATES EXCELLENCE IN VIRTUE

Plato &amp; Socrates: Excellence in Virtue introduction â€œSocrates' positive influence touches us even todayâ€• (May
6) and we can learn a great.

Some think the happy life is the life of enjoyment; the more refined think it is the life of political activity;
others think it is the life of study or theoretical contemplation b10â€” He gives no advice concerning human
conduct beyond the recommendation of a general abstemiousness from worldly temptations. Aristotle's
presentation is obviously different from Plato's because he does not write in dialogues , but in treatises. At this
point, we have the fully developed moral psychology that allows the definition of the moral virtues. What do
we consider to be the highest good toward which all our daily effort should in the end direct itself? Socrates is
also said to have remained in doubt about this question Against the Professors 7. Though they reduce
Thrasymachus to angry silence, they are not above criticism. In the Phaedo, he quite deliberately confines his
account of the nature of heaven and earth to the myth about the afterlife dâ€”c. He claims that he is aware of
his ignorance and that whatever it is that he does know is worthless. He defines happiness in terms of this
theory as an actuality energeia ; the virtues which allow happiness and enjoyment of the best and most
constant pleasures are dynamic-but-stable dispositions hexeis which are developed through habituation; and
this pleasure in turn is another actuality that compliments the actuality of happy living. The other parts of the
account are certain assets that seem as passive in relation to wisdom as wood and tools are to the carpenter. It
is in this context that we can best understand the Stoic teaching about indifferents, such as health and wealth.
At this point, we can see that Epicurus has so refined the account of pleasure and pain that he is able to tie
them to virtue. Query: why does one never willingly do wrong? We can begin with virtue. A competitive
society, one that divides people into winners and losers, breeds the absence of excellence. Some lead to greater
pain. The natural but not necessary are the ones that vary pleasure but are not needed in order to motivate us to
remove or ward off pain, such as the desire for expensive food: we do not need to want, or to eat, expensive
food in order to ward off the pain of prolonged hunger. It is not simply standing where we are in our particular
worldviews and speaking it out to others and listening to others from afar. Since absence of pain and
disturbance is a kind of pleasure, Epicurus could be taken, as he usually has been, to be arguing that whatever
we do is done for the sake of pleasure. He sought to undermine convention as a foundation for ethical values
and replace it with nature. Finally, the groundless desires are for such things as crowns and statues bestowed
as civic honors â€” these are things that when desired at all are desired with intense and harmful cravings.
Aristotle argues that human beings define an ideal life by achieving happiness, and this can be done by living
life to its full potential, by having a balance of moral excellence and righteousness in society. This is a
doctrine that Plato may have learned from the Pythagoreans. On the one hand, there is no permanent
attainment of happiness as a stable state of completion in this life. And therefore I do B rather than A. Besides
his contempt for convention, what is most noteworthy about Diogenes as a moral teacher is his emphasis on
detachment from those things most people consider good. Socrates does not explain this connection between
psychic harmony and moral virtue. While virtue is the dominant factor in happiness, we still cannot tell
whether for Plato one can have a reason for being, e. So, insofar as virtue consists in imitating the forms, it is
also a state of the soul best expressed by exercising rule in the city â€” or at least in the ideal city. Even
someone with the thirst for money of Dostoyevsky's Rogozin will not put his hands in the fire to pull the
burning stack of banknotes from it. Contrary to all other speakers, Socrates denies that Eros is a god, because
the gods are in a state of perfection. However, dialogical understanding as true matrix of pursuit of excellence
generates a new approach to the phenomenon of civilization as a process of listening and learning.


